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SOURCE

A.
1. Tints introduced to Skorzeny in Madrid Sometime around 1 Oct 50.- Although I made

nooeffort to forward the acquaintance he called at my apartment Omit two weeks later.
Re vas I believe, leaking for abetter Apartment for himself, and. I think that he
also hed the idea that I night be helpful to his in several matters in which he6ras--.4.	 .interested in the US.

2. Re is living in Madrid. at the present time with a German woman About 38 or 40 whose
name is Ilse, Countess. Finckenstein. Their address is Celia Lopez de Hayes, 70. The
Countess is a very attractive and highly intelligent woman. I believe that she had. a
fairly high position in the German Intelligence during the last var. I understand that
the - spent a considerable time in the UK just prior to the outbreak of hostilities in
the interest of the intelligence service.	

.

3. Skorzeny is conducting a business in Madrid chiefly for the development of solar beat
feriae in heating houses and. hot water in ,t3pain. I do not think this is a front, but
that he is real), in earnest about the business. I believe he also has some agencies
for German firms. The only one I can remember is one for a manufacturer of pipe scaf-
folding for use in building construction. NS is not using his own name, but is going
under the Alas shown on. his business card Which is reproduced here.
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Rolf Steinbauer
Ingeniero Industrial

• Alcala, 29
Tele! 31 72 62 Madrid

4. I believe aortal,/ cans to Slain about August 1950,. having moved there fr* Paris .
because of his fear of Communist reprisals. Be claimed that five attempts had been
made on his life since the end of the war. Be also told me that on infrequent trips
to Germany he could be reached at c/O Finekensteint, EStel ZuflUCht, Fremdenetadt/
Schwarzwald, French Zone. I understood that he came to Spain at the instance of a
high ranking Spanish general. I believe the Spanish Army is giving some sort of heXP
suchasellouing him conmissary privileges and seeing that he has a proper place to live.
I do not believe, however, that he is engaged in any sort of underground activity either
with. the Spanish or on his own behalf.
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5. I found Skorzeny extremely egotistical but tut too intelligent. I felt that the brains
required for anarImminess he might engage in would be furnished, by the Countess. He
fully expects someday to be a ruling power in Germany and talks about his many influ-
ential friends, including Dr Schacht, the Prince of Hesse and Messerschnidt. He told
ue that very near the end of the war when be vas hiding in the mountains of Bavaria
trying to mike up his mind what to do, be was approached by some high ranking Germans
who stated they had a number of brand new airplanes and wanted him to ny eight tons
of geld to Argentina. He and the Countess thought it over and decided finsily that
the best thing for him to do was to give himself up and stand trial. He claimed that
be would have been hangelas a vs: criminal if it had not been for the testimony of
a couple of British citizens and his American defense lawyer, whose name I did not
recall. Skorzeny feels tremendously indebted to him.

6. Be asked me to call on E. P. Dutton & Co the publishers of his book, to try and
arrange abetter collection for his royalties which are now being collected through
some French nationals who take a. big cut of it before sending the balance to him. I
did call on Dutton on my return to the US about this matter. Be also asked me to try
and interest DS businessmen in a project in Portuguese East Africa which requires
about US$500,000. I lode some perfunctory inquiries in the office of a large DS colt-
panyin Paris, but they did not think much of the matter and I dropped it. I have
not heard from Skorzeny since my return to the DS.

7. Another thing which was foremost in his mind VII his desire for me to put him in touch
with the proper US authorities to see if he could get some assistance toward further
organizing a German group which he professed to control. Be said that all the money be
bad received as royalties on his book had been sent to Germany to keep the organization
going. He claimed, with great sincerity, that this group would form a hard core of
resistance in case of an invasion of Germany by the =pa, which, incidentally, he had
looked for Last Fall. He stated that these Germane would certainly be the first people
to be taken by the Sovleta and that they would undoubtedly be killed or enslaved. He
was anXious to get them organized so that in case of hostilities they could, escape
from Germany and organize as soon as possible to fight on behalf of the Allies. He
did not give me any indication of who or where these men are. I did not press the
matter to any extent.

8. Skorzeny speaks English fairly well but does not speak Spanish with any fluency. The
Countess speaks both English and Spanish very well. Skorzeny is a magnificent physical
specimen and appeared to be in the best of health and condition. It is my impression
that his brain power is not too great. although be is undoubtedly a man of tremendous
courage 'with sufficient intelligence to follow out orders. I believe, hseever, that

-end.-
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that is as far as it goes.
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